
ASA Stats Transparency Report
for February 2023

The creator of this report is Ivica Paleka. He is the keeper of the ASA Stats development pool in the pre-
DAO phase and will be referred to as the Keeper for the rest of this report.

Administration and costs

VPS subscription for two servers provided by OVH was paid US$64.30 on Wednesday, February 1st. The 
invoice with credential reference WE2903320 will be uploaded to the designated public repository created 
under the ASA Stats GitHub organization, just before the publishing of ASA Stats software as open-source.

On Thu, 23 Feb 2023 23:19:48 UTC, the Keeper sent 10,000,000 ASASTATS from the Manager account to 
the ASA Stats community multisig account for the purpose of sending rewards for the first 90 days of 
ASASTATS staking pool on GARD platform.

As the MyAlgo wallet was used to access the ASA Stats Algorand accounts in the past, and based on the 
latest security breach and related announcement, the Keeper re-keyed all the project’s Algorand 
accounts/pools on February 28th.

Tokenomics

For the rest of this document, it is implied that all the transactions are created by the Keeper.

Development Pool

On Sun, 19 Feb 2023 18:36:41 UTC the admpool borrowed 110 ALGO from the devpool for the purpose of 
creating community Algorand account and paying costs for creating a Cometa’s staking pool.

On Tue, 21 Feb 2023 19:39:19 UTC the Keeper sent 700.00 USDC from the devpool to the Team’s Binance 
account. It is expected that those funds would be borrowed and spent by the admpool or the Team in the 
following period.

ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program

Based on participation in the updated ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program, from Mon, 06 Feb 2023 
17:50:28 UTC to Mon, 27 Feb 2023 20:02:21 UTC the devpool received 2,975,407 ASASTATS from the 
airpool.

It is expected that the received funds will be allocated to the rwdpool in the future period.
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https://github.com/asastats
https://algoexplorer.io/tx/MWGWYPRRZXOCEQNKKU7G3LFFBBYMZUVZFGP7WQ4T2KAYKMBOBPRQ
https://twitter.com/myalgo_/status/1630185695791706120
https://algoexplorer.io/tx/LYMZEYVKRMI3UMCRT7WLETFL2N4VAATDTTIYOB3ETWGAN7YVGFQQ
https://algoexplorer.io/tx/LYMZEYVKRMI3UMCRT7WLETFL2N4VAATDTTIYOB3ETWGAN7YVGFQQ
https://github.com/asastats/channel/discussions/328
https://algoexplorer.io/tx/64XKZ26WS6VCN5E4ILSNFTOLFYYVMN3RNPKY6WV3LAZLHMJO3GQA
https://algoexplorer.io/tx/JVBX5LQTWGYEV75Y2ZVHUNT4ZSA3NMQL2HYPWKC73ZRC455OYLVQ
https://github.com/asastats/channel/discussions/448#discussioncomment-4896394
https://algoexplorer.io/tx/3HCGQJOVWEQAYYKUM3FICAQWZK5IEFGYJHAHEYH4BT4MHTUUO4BQ


Tinyman 2.0 ASASTATS-USDC pool

On Tue, 21 Feb 2023 19:29:49 UTC, the Keeper removed 50% of the devpool’s liquidity from the Tinyman 
2.0 ASASTATS-USDC liquidity pool. 4,418,335 ASASTATS and 719.45 USDC were allocated to the 
devpool account in the process.

Administration and Costs Pool

From Sun, 19 Feb 2023 18:37:33 UTC to Sun, 19 Feb 2023 18:39:27 UTC, the admpool sent 5 ALGO to 5 
community members’ account and 2 ALGO to the newly created multisig/common community account.

On Sun, 19 Feb 2023 19:22:24 UTC, the admpool sent 108 ALGO to the ASA Stats community multisig 
account for the purpose of paying Cometa’s pool creation fee and for Algorand fees in the future.

On Sun, 19 Feb 2023 19:22:57 UTC, the admpool sent 1,000,000 ASASTATS to the ASA Stats community 
multisig account for the purpose of supplying rewards for the contributors of new Cometa’s ASASTATS 
staking pool.

On Mon, 20 Feb 2023 18:29:24 UTC, the admpool sent 10,000,000 ASASTATS to the airpool for the 
purpose of sending rewards in the ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program.

Rewards Pool

Community members rewards

In the ASA Stats Community rewards 14/1 - 10/2 cycle, from Mon, 13 Feb 2023 13:46:08 UTC to Mon, 13 
Feb 2023 13:46:30 UTC, the rwdpool had sent 1,920,000 ASASTATS to 16 community members for their 
contributions to the ASA Stats project.

Mobile app testing community members rewards

As defined in the related discussion, from Tue, 21 Feb 2023 17:09:23 UTC to Tue, 21 Feb 2023 17:09:27 
UTC, the rwdpool had sent 2,505,000 ASASTATS to 6 community members for their contributions in testing 
the ASA Stats Mobile application for iOS and Android.

Airdrop Pool

On Mon, 20 Feb 2023 18:29:24 UTC, the airpool received 10,000,000 ASASTATS from the admpool for the 
purpose of sending rewards in the ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program.

ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program

As defined in the updated ASA Stats LP rewards incentive program, the liquidity providers to the Tinyman’s 
ASASTATS-ALGO liquidity pool are qualified for the weekly rewards.

Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 06 Feb 2023 17:47:08 UTC to Mon, 06 Feb 2023 
17:50:49 UTC the airpool had sent 3,884,004 ASASTATS to 65 receivers.
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Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 13 Feb 2023 16:48:04 UTC to Mon, 13 Feb 2023 
16:50:25 UTC the airpool had sent 4,203,320 ASASTATS to 66 receivers.

Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 20 Feb 2023 18:43:11 UTC to Mon, 20 Feb 2023 
18:46:06 UTC the airpool had sent 4,455,830 ASASTATS to 68 receivers.

Based on participation in the official program, from Mon, 27 Feb 2023 19:59:39 UTC to Mon, 27 Feb 2023 
20:02:55 UTC the airpool had sent 4,499,300 ASASTATS to 69 receivers.

ASA Stats Team Rewards Pool

Team rewards

As Ivica Paleka had been the only member of the ASA Stats Team in January 2023, the tmrpool sent the full 
amount of 5,000,000 ASASTATS to Ivica Paleka's personal address on Tue, 28 Feb 2023 16:58:22 UTC.
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